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Open arms allow for multiple 

sitting postures and remain  

lateral when reclining for 

maximum support.

Accent stitching, available in 

nine colors, offers a way to 

make a design statement on 

task and conference models.

Contoured frame provides 

upright back support. Optional 

user-adjustable lumbar can 

be added at any time.

Integrated, up-front controls 

are easy to access and use 

and contribute to an overall 

clean aesthetic.

People are moving around the workspace to get work done, and the conference room or shared bench is the home 

away from home. The Evo collection is adaptable and interchangeable across multiple spaces to provide consistent 

comfort while maintaining a cohesive design.

Evo chairs feature weight-activated recline so there’s no additional tension adjustment. Intuitive controls, 

along with specially sculpted and formulated seat foam, create a comfortable sitting experience for wherever 

and however people work.

One Chair, Many Spaces

Our Design, Your Comfort

Side Chair Conference Chair Task Chair Task Stool
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Evo designed by Bruce Fifield, Fifield Design



Go to allsteeloffice.com/design-resources/idea-starters 
to customize this product for your space. 

Mid-Back 
Conference  
Chair

Side Chair

YellowNatural

Accent Seat/Back Stitch Colors

Light Gray TanLight RedOrange Medium 
Green

BlackBlue

Conference chair features an upholstered back. A wide selection of seating upholsteries is available online at allsteeloffice.com.

Task & Conference Base/Frame Finishes

Side Frame Colors

Polished 
Aluminum

Silver

Titanium Black

Black

Clay DuskNavy

Task & Side Mesh Back Colors

Lustre Mist

Salt Flint

Salt Flint

Solar BlackTitanium

Evo Statement of Line

Accent stitching is available on task models seat and conference chair seat and back. Accent stitching is not available on side chair. Coordinating stitching also available. 
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Options for task and conference models
All-adjustable arms, height-adjustable arms, polished aluminum fixed arms, or armless
Mesh (task models only) or upholstered (conference chair only) back

Options for side chair
 Mesh back 
 Casters or glides

High-Back  
Task Chair

High-Back  
Task Stool


